
Mapping Report 2019 
The following is a summary of 2019 mapping progress, based on contributions from Adrian Uppill, Noel 
Schoknecht and Neil Barr. Compilation and editing by Neil Barr.  

2019 Mapping Meeting 
A meeting on the new specification was held at Yackandandah.  The meeting had around 25 
participants and ranged across: 

 Key changes in ISOM2017 and ISSprOM. 
 Compliance issues and comparison of current and foreshadowed testing tools (OCAD, 

CheckOMap, OOMapper). 
 Print Tech test sheets discussed and distributed. 
 Comparisons of approaches to mapping in field with georeferenced data and tablet.  
 Issues around mapping very detailed terrain using ISOM 2017 explored as part of a field 

check of Rowdy Flat terrain using lidar base maps and the existing map. Finished with a 
discussion about the ability to map these areas legibly and fairly at 1:15,000 as required 
by ISOM 2017. Diverging opinions presented. 

 Ludek Krticka from IOF Mapping Commission was invited to discuss the latest IOF 
mapping specifications and to see first-hand issues with mapping complex mining and 
granite terrain but unfortunately was unable to attend. 

Key outcomes: 

 Agreed that the annual workshops held for the last 3 years at the Australian 
Championships are useful and should continue. Suggested meeting date Friday 2 October 
2020 in or near St Helens, Tasmania. 

 Agreed that we would invite Ludek to come to Australia in September to map sample 
areas of two detailed terrains (suggested areas Petticoat Gully, Victorian goldfields and 
Pittwater dunes, Tasmania) to ISOM 2017 and present results to October workshop for 
discussion about issues (if any) with ISOM 2017 in detailed terrain.  

Implementation of ISOM17 
I think it’s fair to say implementation has been proceeding cautiously, with most new maps for major 
events being at least partially compliant with the new specification. The degree of compliance depends 
on whether the approach was a remap or a conversion.  

 As in the past, all new maps to be used for Group A events should be produced to the current 
mapping specifications. Conversion of major event standard terrain maps is often a major 
undertaking, comparable with a remap. Conversion is only likely to be a path for spur gully 
terrain. Granite and mining terrain will generally be remapped rather than converted. It will not 
be financially feasible to fund the professional mapping of high quality areas for events other 
than major carnivals. Australia can expect a gradual conversion of our map stable from ISOM01 
to ISOM17 over the next decade. This may necessitate some compromise for some non-carnival 
Group A events (for example the choice of a specific terrain for a NOL/WOC selection trial) 
where the income from the event cannot fund a remap or a conversion of complex terrain. 



 Compliance is something measured by degree. It is much more than just using the new symbol 
set. Legibility standards defined by minimum gaps, minimum areas, minimum lengths and 
minimum widths are much more demanding. There is not a full tool set to assess these 
standards within the current mapping software suites. The closest thing to a compliance 
checking tool is an email submission service provided by a private individual, and this also has 
some issues. Australian mappers have only started to explore these tools this year. MC 
compliance checking has remained partially subjective. Inevitably this means there will be 
differing opinions about acceptable levels of ISOM17 compliance.  

 Map printing. Offset printing is now financially prohibitive and difficult to organise, making 
digital printing the new standard. This shift in technology is the basis of the new ISOM and 
ISSprOM. There is a wide variation in the quality of digital printing machines, from the high end 
with sharpness almost indistinguishable from off-set, to machines with output unsuitable for 
orienteering. Given this variability, there is now a greater onus on event officials to ensure 
acceptable print quality is achieved. The print quality of several maps used for WRE’s and 
national events during 2019 was disappointing.  During 2019 the MC updated the Print Tech 
‘test’ sheet to the new specifications and supplied all nations with printed copies at both spot 
colour / offset (for colour checking) and laser (for print quality, sharpness, etc) prints. Digital 
versions of the Print Tech test sheet are available from the IOF web site. Organisers should print 
these with their printer(s) of choice and compare the output with the IOF-supplied sheets. 
Copies of these were made available at the 2019 mapping seminar and may also be obtained 
from Neil Barr. 

 No WRE maps from the Oceania carnival were officially submitted by EAs to the MC for 
compliance testing (one was submitted unofficially and passed the test with some 
amendments). We need to do better with this map approval process for future WREs. We 
expect that this situation will improve as Event Advisers become more familiar with mapping 
approval processes and mappers implement the new specification.  

Implementation of ISSprOM 
The full implementation of ISSPrOM begins next year. It is too early to comment on progress in 
Australia.  

 The Map Commission has published an updated version (23/11/2019) of Appendix 1 that now 
includes colour definitions for Sprint maps. There are significant changes and all new sprint 
maps need to comply with these definitions, both colour mixes and colour table order. 

 As far as I know, there is currently only a limited means to digitally checking compliance of sprint 
maps. The experience at the recent WC events in China is a warning that particular attention 
needs to be paid to the legibility of out-of-bounds symbols. This may mean there is security in 
exceeding the minimum width in the specification for these symbols. 

 

 

 


